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If “we judge every object by analogy with our own 
bodies,” as Heinrich Wölfflin argues, then Robin Ev-
an’s piezoelectric arthropods and the Boston Dynam-
ic’s robotic mules are disturbing, because they are a 
type of self-mirroring. These mechanical creatures 
that project our unchecked desires, reveal anthropo-
morphic characteristics of a contemporary subject: 
hysterically tumbling and staying afloat throughout 
adverse and changing external conditions, by re-
organizing their internal structure and operative 
protocols. Partially primal and partially produced 
with advanced technology, they also reflect a contem-
porary body of work in architectural discourse that 
seems particularly relevant in a time of ideological 
diffusion, when clusters of positions and ideas emerge 
precariously, not as tactfully positioned manifestoes, 
but more so, as unnerving life-forms. 
This paper will unfold a story intersecting the design 
of anthropomorphic robots and the projection of 
architectural desires to the agency of living systems. 
It will showcase through a science-art-architecture 
complex the increasing integration of performative, 
environmental and mechanical functions in build-
ing and urban systems, with architecture becoming 
itself a strange life-form that reacts to the teleology of 
determinist thinking in design processes.
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In unearthing the roots of the Jeffrey Epstein scandal 
and its multifarious connections with the MIT Me-
dia Lab, historian of science Orit Halpern brilliantly 
exhumes Joi Ito’s (former director of the MIT Media 
Lab) famous slogan: “Deploy or Die!” (Halpern, 2019). 
Halpern argues, as has Molly Wright Steenson also re-
cently argued, (Steenson, 2019) that Ito’s callous call to 
innovate or perish was well-founded in the history of 
the global innovation hub. Ito’s motto echoed the one 
of its founder Nicholas Negroponte, “Demo or Die!”– a 
spin on the academic aphorism “publish or perish”.
Evidently, this comes as no news in the world of neo-
liberal governmentality and ethics. To innovate, one 
must overcome all barriers and initial obstacles against 
all odds; a vision must be maintained unbroken and it 
is one’s commitment to a cause unaltered that grants 
valor and eventually yields results. This persistence 
in surpassing hurdles, which appeals to the corporate 
propaganda of productivity and the Silicon Valley 
modus operandi, “think different,” “work smarter,” 
or “just do it,” has been espoused by architects. Think 
of Buckminster Fuller’s biographical story that on the 
verge of suicide after losing his daughter, an epiphany 
occurred to him in developing his lifelong project. Like-
wise, in the corporate world, temporary failure and its 
defeat, are essential stages in an individual’s progress 
toward lucrative self-fulfillment (O’Connell, 2014). The 
most obvious example of an architect determined to 
trail through rejection is the fictional character How-
ard Roark – possibly representative of the figure of 
the modern architect in the twentieth century- in Ayn 
Rand’s The Fountainhead. Roark’s emergence at the top 
of the skyscraper he envisioned from the start, be-
comes a robust material type of advocacy in marketing 
determinism as a courageous, ethical enterprise, di-
vulging a contested relationship between architecture 
and neoliberalism. In identifying the origins of inno-
vation in design and entrepreneurship, the positivist 
ethos of solving a difficult problem as envisioned from 
the start, is not only the residue of an economic regime, 
that is neoliberalism, but also a modality of operating 
in the world and of understanding it.
Against this grain, the then young Robin Evans, author 
of the landmark book Translations from Drawing to 
Building (Evans, 1997), introduced in 1969 the concept 
of interference. To Evans, interference was a critical 
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Fig. 1 – Robin 
Evan’s diagram of 
interference in the 
transference of 
energy towards pur-
posive human action. 
In Robin Evans, 
Translations from 
Drawing to Building 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1997).
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design parameter to creatively disrupt the expected turn 
of events. In his thesis at the Architectural Association 
in London, Evans argued interference was not blocking 
the course of actions, but revealing a path which would 
have been invisible in the design process otherwise.
Evans used the graphic language of electrical circuits 
to describe interference in the transference of energy, 
but was in actuality interested in the course of human 
actions and the course of history as a metaphor for 
the design process. He called interference the “resis-
tance of the ambient universe to purposive action” 
(Evans, 1969) and attested that it was a crucial piece 
of the puzzle to approximate the complexity of life 
and design, both non-linear systems. Deviation helped 
derail a system from its normative end goal and there-
fore unveil a “surrogate goal,” which would open new 
paths of investigation.
The testing ground for interference was for Evans 
a series of piezoelectric structures that he designed 
Fig. 2 – Robin Evan’s 
thesis at the Archi-
tectural Association 
in London in 1969 
on the creative use 
of piezoelectric 
materials. Courtesy 




for this thesis at the AA. As energy-fed structures, 
these systems were strange mechanical life-forms, 
alarmingly lively or full of vitality he intermittently 
pointed out in his notes, sometimes responding to 
actual needs, other times responding to random and 
unexpected events. Obedience and teleology were 
not sought after in Evans’ project; the intention was 
rather to “energize the artifactual world” (Evans, 
1969). From early on, Evans was not designing struc-
tures to be placed in a passive historized context, be 
positioned inside environments. He was alternatively 
designing structures as environments themselves, 
decentralized to ambient systems of information, 
where organisms were not the main protagonists. 
The protagonists were in fact the ambient spheres of 
interrelated forces.
Evan’s peripatetic anthropods, creatures that would 
respond to environmental forces, demonstrated his 
belief in a different kind of design agency, one in one 
in which predetermination was obsolete. Rather than 
the realization of a single vision, the object of creation 
could be the crossroad of several different paths. 
A similarly strange mechanical life-form, peripatetic 
like Evan’s anthropods though prototyped and funded 
by DARPA, is Boston Dynamic’s BigDog, the first four-
legged rough terrain robot to leave the lab and take 
on the real world (Boston Dynamics, 2017). BigDog 
was rejected by US marines in 2015 because, as they 
said, it was too loud and would give away their posi-
tion (Hern, 2015). What is even more disturbing, other 
than the screechy noise of an adolescent wounded 
animal, is the fact that anyone encountering a BigDog, 
is uncertain of whether it is an animal or a machine. 
In a battlefield, this ambiguity is common to both the 
enemy and the offender. The two are strangely, albeit 
unwittingly, united by their common sensation of 
alienation, of not knowing what it is that they are con-
fronting. BigDog’s legs are excerpted from a donkey, 
while the jumble of wires and mechanical gadgetry on 
its saddle are proof of its belonging to a long legacy of 
cybernetic animals and machines.
Despite DARPA’s funding and the ongoing need to use 
BigDog as an efficient pack mule in combat, BigDog 
is not an unyielding race horse, destined to bring 
unbridled chaos in combat. In fact, it looks quite ner-
vous and fragile, anxious to restore its balance after 
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consistently being pushed and abused by Boston Dy-
namic’s engineers. Arguably, the power of this strange 
mechanical life-form is not redolent of its ability to 
stay erect, vertical to the ground, but of its continuous 
state of tumbling. Even more so, the commanding 
effect it has on viewers is unrelated to the creature’s 
accomplishments of demanding tasks, but its disturb-
ing resemblance to useless features and characteris-
tics of living organisms, such as the chicken’s ability 
to keep its head straight, while the rest of its body 
is moving (Dillet, 2016). This commanding effect, is 
not simply a visual categorical mismatch, similar to 
descriptions of monsters and aberrations as heteroge-
neous entities that stich together different creatures. 
Possibly, Boston Dynamic’s robot series, acquired by 
Google in 2013, renders more than anything aesthet-
ic preoccupations on the replication of life, in all its 
flaws and weaknesses; in all the tumbling effects of 
creatures that might fall, yet try very hard not to. 
In fact, BigDog might as well be disturbing, because 
abstract behavioural aesthetic decisions might have 
preceded its operational protocols. Considering the 
remarks of art historian Heinrich Wölfflin, that “we 
judge every object by analogy with our own bodies,” 
(Wölfflin, 1964: 77) BigDog is unsettling because it is a 
type of self-mirroring. It reveals and projects anthro-
pomorphic characteristics of a contemporary subject: 
hysterically tumbling and staying afloat throughout 
adverse and changing external conditions, by reorga-
nizing its internal structure and operative protocol.
This questionable species, partially primal and partially 
produced with advanced technology, reflects in many 
ways a contemporary body of work in architectural 
discourse that seems particularly relevant in a time of 
ideological diffusion, when clusters of positions and 
ideas emerge precariously, not as tactfully positioned 
manifestoes, but more so, as unnerving life-forms. Big-
Dog may also serve as an analogy for a contemporary 
body of design work, both in its figural character and 
in its metabolism. With the increasing integration of 
performative, environmental and mechanical func-
tions in building and urban systems, architecture has 
become itself a strange life-form that deploys humans 
to nourish it (Colomina, Wigley, 2016: 75).
The projection of a body to formal organization, inde-
pendently of whether this body is human, animal or 
BigDog is unsettling 









mechanical, is as longstanding as architecture itself. 
Vitruvius made a sequence of claims on proportion, 
symmetry and harmony comparing the human body 
directly to a building (Vesely, 2002: 192), while Leon 
Battista Alberti became animalistic in De re aedifac-
toria, as Caroline O’Donnell argues,  understanding 
architecture as analogous to an animal, both as an 
embodiment of organizational principles, as well as 
architecture’s relationships to climatic and site-related 
givens (O’Donnell, 2015: 192). The question of balance 
was key to Alberti -- even numbered supports for 
buildings analogous to four-legged animals-- and in 
many respects foundational to Renaissance humanist 
discourse establishing buildings as whole, stable and 
balanced bodies. As Anthony Vidler observes, the 
demolition of the classical body from its privileged 
place in architectural theory and practice came to 
foster an aesthetic of calculated disequilibrium in the 
1980s and 1990s (Vidler, 1992: xii). The notion of the 
dismembered, fragmented and composite body, most 
evident in Donna Haraway’s cyborg,  rendered an 
architecture that resisted utopia and wholeness as a 
generic idea, proposing in its place biotic components 
-fragments- that can be interfaced and interconnected 
in endless ways. For Haraway, the cyborg reversed 
and displaced the hierarchical dualisms of naturalized 
identities and was detached from biological processes, 
like birth (Haraway, 1991: 175).
As easy as it would be to claim the BigDog and Evan’s 
anthropods as direct descendants of the cyborg, a hy-
brid of machine and organism, they imply a different 
body. It is not a renegade body that asserts itself in 
the world, allowing the indeterminate to subsist as 
Deleuze argues for monsters (Villani, 1981: 129-131); 
it is a destabilized body, arguably a hysteric life-form 
that one might want to pet. Unlike, performative 
machines that are mimicking efficient natural func-
tions, these strange life forms are tumbling; arguably, 
BigDog is not always taking the most efficient route, 
but instead trying to read the terrain it walks on, 
mimicking the feats and failures of donkeys. The very 
concept of biomimicry subordinates technical inven-
tions to the supremacy of natural mechanisms, like 
self-filling water bottles, and other water collection 
systems that copy the Stenocara beetle that harvests 
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the strange life forms are more naturalized than the 
Stenocara beetle water collection systems, precisely 
because they mimic a donkey’s stubbornness, distress 
and resistance beyond the teleology of performance 
(carrying load to a certain location). In this sense, they 
overcome nature, while in search of their own agency 
in the universe; while several computational feedback 
loops are at play. It is then their flaws, pathologies and 
state of indeterminacy that render anthropods and 
BigDogs disturbingly life-like and hysterically dexter-
ous in recognizing its terrain and opponents.
BigDog’s investment in its animalistic origins, which 
are manifest materially and behaviourally via ad-
vanced computational protocols and algorithms, 
parallels the synchronized attentiveness, in the work 
of an emerging group of architects and theorists, on 
technical innovation and primal sources. Arguably the 
design of these robotic prototypes is linked to anthro-
pomorphism, both formally, as well as in the ability of 
developing machines with primeval interactions, ca-
pable of experiencing empathy – a sense of identifica-
tion with other subjects of the exterior world. Then, if 
future machines are informed by premodern subjects, 
possibly the division that Reyner Banham announced 
in 1960, the one between tradition and technology, or 
between ‘science’ and ‘history, as he phrased it, has 
been eviscerated (Banham, 1960). If Banham devised 
a divide of architecture looking forward – in science –, 
and architecture looking backwards – in history –, he 
was firmly located in a point of linear time, in 1960. 
And as Vidler has argued, during the last 50 years or 
more, based on this division, the profession needed 
to re-define its limits in the midst of these competing 
bids for intellectual domination (Vidler, 2012). Big Dog 
and Evan’s anthropods, nevertheless, as well as a body 
of design work that is its kin, implies an arrow of time 
that has been skewed; it reveals a peculiar defensive 
reaction against the fear of the unknown, manifest by 
projecting the future not as an entirely new course of 
events but as an organic thread to primitive instincts. 
In this sense, the disturbing aesthetics of Big Dog, 
divulge our deeply rooted sentimentality in a vain 
search of primeval ancestral origins, or the pathology 
of pastoralism as Leo Marx put it in his nominal book 
The Machine in the Garden. Marx conjures the writing 
of Ortega y Gasset in the 1930s and his depiction of 
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a new kind of subject rising up in the civilized world 
the Naturmensch, the naturalized man. “This new 
man wants a motor-car, and enjoys it, but he believes 
that it is the spontaneous fruit of an Edenic tree. In 
the depths of this soul he is unaware of the artificial, 
almost incredible character of civilization, and does 
not extend his enthusiasm for the instruments to the 
principles that make them possible.” (Marx, 1964: 7-8). 
In the case of the Big Dog, it could arguably account 
for the necessity to overlay advanced algorithms for 
rough terrain navigation with the natural movements 
of four-legged animals. Then it is the primitive tum-
bling of this advanced autonomous robot that gratifies 
the viewer’s need for a phantom truth: a stretched 
notion of time between the past and the future.
The tumbling anthropomorphism of these strange life 
forms has urgency today. Architecture critics have 
never ceased to venture in new projections of the 
body to architectural form, but our contemporary 
moment shares surprisingly much with the lineage of 
a primal, unstable, yet skilled tumbling life form that 
asserts itself, albeit hysterically.
Are strange life forms reflective of a modern sub-
ject that is tumbling and navigating precariously 
Fig. 3 – BigDog by 
Boston Dynamics, 
under a contract 
with the Defense 
Advanced Research 
Projects Agency 
(DARPA) to make a 
Legged Squad Sup-
port System (LS3). 
The program’s goal is 
to develop a walking 
quadruped platform 
that will augment 
squads by carrying 
traditional and new 
equipment autono-
mously and will be 
capable of managing 
complex terrains.
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in rough terrains? Today, the only way to navigate 
through the unimaginable carcass of information we 
receive, store and upload daily is relative to oneself. 
Networks, flows and connections between individual 
units are on their way to extinction. There is only a 
hyperobject, as Timothy Morton has proposed, which 
is constantly moving;(Morton, 2010: 130) and, it does 
not allow you to understand it, which fundamentally 
alters your mode of existence in space. You are lost 
unless your only point of origin for navigation is your-
self alone. This tumbling corresponds to an ontogenet-
ic, and phylogenetic stage of development (the stage 
of the “protopsyche”), an operative self-containment, 
at which the organism has control over nothing but 
itself. Therefore, the subject enters a state of precar-
ious tumbling relative to its surroundings, a volun-
tary sense of loss relative to its context. To navigate 
a rough terrain today, one must use only direction 
from the self as parameter. In this sense, our need for 
embeddedness in the world might be obsolete.
Notes
Part of this paper has already been published in 
M. F. Gage (ed.) Aesthetics Equals Politics. New 
Discourses across Art, Architecture, and Philosophy, 
Cambridge (MA), The MIT Press, 2019.
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